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Abstract In this paper, a new method capable to ex-
tract the wall openings (windows and doors) of inte-
rior scenes from point clouds under cluttered and oc-
cluded environments is presented. For each wall sur-
face extracted by the polyhedral model of a room, our
method constructs a cell complex representation, which
is used for the wall object segmentation using a graph
cut method. We evaluate the results of the proposed ap-
proach on real-world 3D scans of indoor environments
and demonstrate its validity.
Keywords scene reconstruction · point cloud process-
ing · LiDAR reconstruction · wall surface reconstruc-
tion · wall openings detection
1 Introduction
In recent years, an increased demand for semantically
rich 3D information from building models emerged. Of-
ten this information is not available or not up-to-date
from the design time, and thus the as-is state must be
recovered.
In this context, the accurate identification of the
main architectural structures of indoor environments,
such as the room walls and openings, are of primary
interest. Moreover, the state of the reconstruction pro-
cess of building interiors is less advanced than the more
well-studied case of reconstructing the exterior outlines
and fac¸ades of buildings [1,2]. This is because indoor
environments often contain many objects and obsta-
cles which prevent an ideal data acquisition and easy
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reconstruction of the structures of interest (see also
Fig. 1). Furthermore, clutter and occlusions could also
lead to erroneous model interpretations, especially in
cases where parts of the wall surface and openings are
absent because of an object (occluder) in front of them.
In addition, windows and other highly reflective sur-
faces can drastically affect the acquired models by intro-
ducing large-scale artifacts and causing missing data,
due to their unfavorable material properties. Windows
in particular, which are mainly shapeless, textureless
and transparent, constitute an important source of re-
construction errors and artifacts. Moreover, doors are
hard to be detected, since their reconstruction depends
strongly on the wall geometry and the descriptive fea-
tures of the door.
Recently a number of methods have been proposed
to overcome these limitations and reconstruct the struc-
tural elements of indoor scenes. Some of these rely on
a priory knowledge obtained from training models and
supervised learning algorithms in order to provide ev-
idences for structural wall elements [2–4], while others
combine indoor and outdoor scans in order to avoid
heavy indoor occlusions [5], or they do not consider oc-
clusion at all [6]. Furthermore, many techniques com-
bine both 3D point and color image data from cam-
eras [1] or stereo (depth) images [7] in order to classify
the indoor objects and recover the architecture of the
scene, while there are methods which try to keep in a
minimum level the clutter and occlusion, scanning only
indoor areas that have only essential interior objects
and lack of commonly used furnitures [6].
Hence the purpose of this paper is to propose a new
method capable of recovering automatically the archi-
tectural components of wall features in indoor environ-
ments, i.e. windows and doors, under the presence of
significant amounts of clutter and occlusion, without
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Fig. 1: Examples from heavy occlusions and clutter that
can occur in indoor environments. Occluders are also visible,
whose removal will cause also occlusions in wall surfaces of
interest, affecting strongly the wall openings reconstruction.
requiring any tuning or using any additional imagery
or depth data, and avoiding the restrictions or limita-
tions introduced by the aforementioned techniques. Our
method uses as input a set of 3D point cloud scans, and
it assumes that the room’s interior is composed by ver-
tical walls, which holds true for the vast majority of
scenarios.
We demonstrate the validity of our approach by pre-
senting results from both window and door reconstruc-
tions on real-world 3D scans of typical indoor environ-
ments. In our experiments, we evaluated our method on
adverse datasets and wall surfaces with occlusions of up
to 65% and observed wall surface area of less than 35%
(see Section 7), while the majority of previous methods
would rather perform poorly at these occlusion levels.
2 Related Work
In recent years, several approaches have been proposed
for the automatic generation of indoor models. Most
of them focus on the successful reconstruction of archi-
tectural structures, such as the room walls, floors and
ceilings, but only few of them aim to also include the
structural wall openings such as windows and doors [2].
A comprehensive review about the building recon-
struction methods can be found in [8,9]. Since our pro-
posed method mainly focuses on the detailed model-
ing of wall surfaces in real-world environments, we will
primarily review the surface-based methods which are
closely related to ours and outline a detailed pipeline
process for estimating the structural wall elements.
Significant improvements towards automation in ar-
chitectural room elements reconstruction have been made
by Xuehan et al. [4], where raw 3D point cloud data is
automatically converted into a compact and semanti-
cally rich information model. Authors in [10] present a
graph-cut based reconstruction technique in order to re-
construct the wall surfaces from indoor scenes, without
however identifying their openings. In [1] the authors
combine information from 3D point clouds and images
in order to reconstruct and classify the indoor scenes,
without being able however to identify the windows on
the walls.
For identification of windows in indoor environments,
several methods have been developed, either relying on
analyzing data density and classifying low-density ar-
eas as wall openings ([11,12]), or by calculating the in-
tersections of merged planes, followed by semantically
labeling them using machine learning techniques [7].
Alternative techniques based on spatial and functional
relationships between nearby structures and spaces are
presented in [2] and [4], which are also able to identify
and model the main structural components of room in-
teriors, despite the presence of clutter and occlusion.
Recent methods on fully-automatic reconstruction
of indoor scenes are proposed also in [6,13–17]. How-
ever, these techniques use specialized equipment [13,
15], which limits their application field and usage, or
depend on the Manhattan-world assumption which is
often too restrictive for indoor scenes [6,14]. Further-
more, fully automated 3D room modeling from interior
scans has been achieved only under ideal conditions and
lack of occlusions [6], and the capturing and incorpo-
ration of reliable as-is data remains very challenging,
error-prone and time-consuming, considering the strict
constraints in accuracy, time and cost [13,16].
More recently, a number of papers try to solve the
indoor reconstruction problem by combining data from
laser scanners and cameras in order to avoid the above
mentioned restrictions. Previtali et al. [5] presented a
dual technique for modeling indoor and outdoor envi-
ronments, creating semantically-enriched building mod-
els under occlusions and clutter. Similarly, Zhang et
al. [3] identify automatically window regions on exte-
rior facing fac¸ades of buildings. By exploiting informa-
tion from visual imaging modality, they can identify
also the indoor window regions. However, such methods
assume large regular grid of patterns for windows detec-
tion, an assumption which does not necessarily hold for
indoor views of rooms, or use training models to boost
performance, a time-consuming process with many lim-
itations, such as the limited amount of training data or
the manual intervention in the training process.
3 Overview of Method
We formulate the wall features extraction as a graph-
cut optimization problem on a 2D cell complex defined
by the line features of the reconstructed wall surface. A
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general diagram presenting the pipeline process of the
proposed method is shown in Fig. 2.
First, the scene of interest is scanned by a LiDAR
scanner from one or more positions in order to acquire
the input scans. After scan registration and position-
ing, all input scans are merged together to output a
non-structured 3D point cloud, which forms the input
dataset of our pipeline. Additionally, the main architec-
tural elements of the scene are identified and extracted,
using a wall surface segmentation technique which relies
on an occlusion-aware process extracting planar patches
as candidate wall segments as described in [17].
Once the planar regions constituting the wall sur-
faces are extracted, each wall segment is processed sep-
arately by an α-shapes algorithm [18] in order to com-
pute the outline shape of its point set. The computed
outline polygons constitute a higher order representa-
tion of the wall surface features.
Next, a robust RANSAC [19] based line model fit-
ting algorithm is applied to the extracted outline points
of the wall surface. The identified lines are then further
clustered to get a smaller number of good representa-
tive model lines, which will form the basis of a 2D cell
complex. The wall feature cell complex is built from
all intersections of the representative feature lines from
each cluster, and its cells are used to define a dual ad-
jacency graph. The 2D cell decomposition is extended
to the borders of the associated wall surface, which are
defined by boundary edges.
In parallel, a voxel representation of the scene is
generated, and the part of the scene that lies between
the laser scanner position and the selected wall surface
is obtained for occlusion detection. In this process, the
occluders and the occluded points are identified and la-
beled, in order to create an enhanced wall surface rep-
resentation.
On the wall’s 2D cell complex a graph-cut optimiza-
tion problem is defined to solve a max-flow/min-cut
problem that eventually identifies the window and door
features. The graph-cut optimization segments the cells
into regions belonging to the solid wall and into areas
representing the open parts, i.e. windows and doors.
4 Feature Outlines
4.1 Alpha-Shapes Outline & Refinement
From the registered input 3D point cloud, wall planes
are detected and extracted for further processing. Each
wall consists of a set of points P = {p0,p1, . . .pN−1}
and is defined by its plane normal vector n and some
point pi ∈ P, the wall’s oriented bounding box (OBB),
as well as the wall outline polygon from the intersection
of OBB with the wall plane (see also Fig. 3).
In the 2D projection of the wall plane points P,
their α-shape boundary outline is first computed and
refined, in order to eliminate the introduced bias at
borders and improve the computed raw outline [18],
see also Fig. 4(b). The user specified parameter α (ra-
dius) determines the complexity and smoothness of this
boundary and can be chosen conservatively, such as to
be sufficiently large compared to the inverse of the scan
point density.
As a further improvement, the extracted polyline α-
shapes that do not fulfill predefined criteria are filtered
out. More specifically, the minimum polygon surface
area was set to 15cm2, assuming that the room win-
dows or doors are bigger than this size, while the open
polylines and isolated α-extreme points (i.e. outliers)
were also filtered out, assuming that they cannot form
the desired wall feature shapes. One such an example
is presented in Fig. 4.
4.2 Line Model Fitting and Clustering
The α-shapes boundaries described above only produce
a rough estimation of the true underlying object bound-
aries as shown in Fig. 4(c). In order to get regularized
boundaries, a RANSAC algorithm was used to robustly
fit straight line segments to the refined α-shapes bound-
ary. Let A be the α-shape point set. Then, the best l
line models Q = {Q0,Q1, . . .Ql−1} for A are estimated
(see also Fig. 5(a)).
Moreover, instead of keeping all estimated line mod-
els, the line space is further reduced to a set of mode (i.e.
hypothesis, representative) line modelsM = {M0,M1,
...,Mm−1} using the mean-shift clustering [20], and
each line model in Q is assigned to one of the modes in
M. The clustering is first performed only on the orien-
tations, extracting the major line directions, and then
for each representative orientation a 1D mean-shift clus-
tering finds the most likely line offsets, similar to [14]
(see also Fig. 5(b)). For the line clustering, we further-
more assume that the wall’s boundary lines are almost
parallel to the corresponding polygonal line segments
of windows and door.
The resulting set of line clusters corresponds to a
partitioning of the line models Q and each cluster de-
fines a representative mode line from M.
4.3 Cell Complex Creation
Given the clustered mode lines, a 2D cell complex rep-
resentation I of the underlying wall surface is built.
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of the proposed reconstruction technique.
Fig. 3: Extracted wall plane. Interior wall surface points, in-
dicated in blue, and the wall outline polygon, indicated in
red.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4: (a) Wall surface (green) points representing a door.
(b) α-shape boundary points. (c) Refined α-shape points and
the corresponding rough outline shapes.
This cell complex is defined by all intersections of the
representative lines in the wall plane and bounded by
the wall’s outline polygon as shown in Fig. 5.
Note here also that the cells in the cell complex are
explicitly associated with the α-extreme points from A
that lie on the line segments of the representative mode
lines which form their boundaries, since they are used
as a contribution factor to the estimation of the weights
in our graph-cut implementation.
5 Occlusion Detection
Once all mode lines are detected, the occluded areas
and the actual empty space in the wall surface have to
be determined. This step is important, since the various
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 5: Cell complex construction. (a) Detected wall surface
and the line models fitted to the (red) α-shapes outline. (b)
Representative mode lines after mean-shift clustering. (c) 2D
cell complex I (blue) imposed by the representative mode
lines on the wall outline polygon.
objects inside rooms introduce occlusions and clutter,
which significantly affect the outcome of the wall sur-
face reconstruction producing holes which have to be
distinguished from real wall openings.
Thus similar to [2], we conduct an occupancy anal-
ysis on the wall surface in order to create a voxel rep-
resentation of space and identify the clutter and non-
clutter areas. In our approach, the sample points in a
voxel are approximated by their centroid instead of the
voxel center for accuracy reasons.
The result of this voxelization process is an oriented
uniform grid of cells over the wall surface. The grid
cells are then classified according to their occupancy
state into three categories empty, occluded and occu-
pied. The results from this occlusion analysis process
are illustrated in Fig. 6.
The information derived from the occlusion detec-
tion process constitutes an additional decision making
factor in the wall segmentation process, as it is de-
scribed in the next section.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 6: Occlusion detection. (a) Wall surface (blue), (b) de-
tected occluders (green), and (c) the recovered occluded areas
(red).
6 Graph Cut Computation
6.1 Problem Formulation
Given the 2D cell complex, a weighted undirected graph
G is defined by associating each cell cp within the cell
complex structure I to a vertex v ∈ V in G and tag-
ging each vertex by a semantic label from the label set
L = {Lemp,Locc} for empty or occupied cells, respec-
tively. Apart from the set of nodes (or vertices) V , the
graph contains also a set E of edges e(u, v) with non-
negative weights (capacities), which connect adjacent
nodes and are called n-links. The node set includes also
two additional terminal nodes, the source s and the sink
t, and the corresponding edges connecting the nodes
with the two terminals are called t-links.
On this enhanced dual graph of the cell complex,
an optimal labeling can be found by minimizing an ob-
jective (cost) function applying a minimum graph-cut
approach to Markov Random Fields (MRFs) [21,22]:
E(f) =
∑
p∈V
Dp(fp)
+
∑
{p,q}∈NG
Vp,q(fp, fq) · T (fp 6= fq),
(1)
where F = {f0, . . . fn−1} is a binary vector of assigned
labels fj ∈ L defining the segmentation. Dp(fp) is the
unary data term, Vp,q(fp, fq) is the submodular smooth-
ness penalty term [23], NG is the neighborhood system
and the comparison predicate T (·) is 1 if its argument
is true and 0 otherwise. Additionally, the two energy
terms in Eq. 1 represent the two types of edges in the
graph, i.e. the t-links and n-links, while in our case the
neighboring system was set to a 4-connected lattice of
cells.
In our framework, the unary data term Dp(fp) is de-
fined using a Bayesian probabilistic model. Specifically,
we represent the wall cell complex I by a vector of n
elements, z = [z0(f0), . . . , zn−1(fn−1)], indicating the
estimated class probabilities zp(fp) = Pr(fp | cp) of a
cell cp to belong to label fp. Applying Bayes’ rule, this
probability can be expressed as
Pr(fp | cp) = Pr(fp)Pr(cp | fp)
Pr(cp)
∝ Pr(fp)Pr(cp | fp),
(2)
where Pr(cp) is a normalizing constant which is in-
dependent from fp and can be omitted, while Pr(fp)
and Pr(cp | fp) are computed using spatial information
from the cell complex. The prior probability distribu-
tion Pr(fp) of the state fp encodes our belief in the
likelihood of various cell labels, while Pr(cp | fp) is the
conditional probability of seeing the cell cp given the
particular cell label fp. In our case, it is based on the
cell density function
%p = γD
| Covcp |
Scp
= γD
| Pcp −Acp |
Scp
, (3)
where Covcp is equal to the number of points covering
the cell cp (Pcp) minus the number of α-extreme points
(Acp) that lie in the cell’s boundary line segments. Scp is
the cell’s area and γD a scaling factor (see also Table 1).
The conditional probability Pr(cp | fp) of an arbi-
trary cell cp is then computed by
Pr(cp | fp) = %p
K
e−|Acp |/Covcp , (4)
where K is a normalization factor. Also, given the con-
dition fp and presuming the equivalent cell state (i.e.
occupied or empty), Pcp is included (or not) in the com-
putation of cell’s density function in Eq. 3, assuming
that in the case of an empty cell, any (internal) point
other than the boundary points should be an outlier.
Inspired by [24], the prior probability Pr(fp) is es-
timated based on a distance function, which relies on
specific features of cells in I. Let B = {bocc, bemp} be a
set of two labeled cells from I, called base cells, which
are actually the cells for which we can have a high cer-
tainty for their labels. Let x bm denote the feature vector
describing the base cell m ∈ {occ, emp} and let x cp de-
note the feature vector of an arbitrary cell cp. Let also
ybmcp denote the vector containing the L2 norms be-
tween the individual features describing bm and cp, i.e.
ybmcp [u] =‖ x bm [u]− x cp [u] ‖.
The selection of features is critical for the definition
of feature vectors and base cells, and they should be
sufficiently simple for fast computation. In our case, it
has been shown that the density %p as a simple feature
is sufficient in order to define the certainty of a cell
being a base cell. However, other features such as the
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ratio |Acp |/Covcp and the coverage Covcp gave similar
results.
The base cells selection was thus based on %p, as-
suming that the cell with the highest density should
belong to the wall surface (label Locc), and equivalently,
the cell with the minimum density should belong to a
wall opening (label Lemp).
We then estimate which cells are likely to have the
same label as the associated base cell, using the distance
function
d(bm, cp) = βybmcp with β =
1
γr%bm
, (5)
where the weight β defines the range of cell density in
which the cells are likely to have the same label, and
γr is a coefficient defining the deviation of cell’s density
from the base cell density %bm . In our case, this was
fixed to 0.2, meaning that every cell whose density is
less than 20% from %bm will be assumed to belong to
the same set as the base cell bm.
To determine the prior probability Pr(fp), we first
set a decision boundary using the inequality d(bm, cp) ≤
1, where a value of 0 corresponds to perfect similarity.
It has been shown in [24] that such a threshold gives
empirically good results. Hence the prior probability
Pr(fp) is given by:
Pr(fp) = n
−1 |{cp | d(bm, cp) ≤ 1}| , when fp ≡ Lm (6)
6.2 Wall Segmentation
From Pr(cp | fp) and Pr(fp) we can estimate the class
probabilities Pr(fp | cp) (i.e. zp(fp)), which are used for
defining the unary data term Dp(fp). But before setting
the edge weights, we also impose certain regional hard
constraints for segmentation, by indicating certain cells
that should belong to wall surface or wall openings [22].
Generally, a regional constraint on G is a vertex in V
which is adjacent to a terminal node and is called seed
node.
Based on two empirical constants κH and κL set to
0.9 and 0.2, respectively, we define the initial seed nodes
as in Eq. 7. Note that this initialization also determines
the connection to the associated terminal nodes with a
sufficiently large (theoretically infinite) weight.
fp =
{Locc , if zp(Locc) ≥ κH
Lemp , if zp(Lemp) ≤ κL
(7)
Next, the edge weights of t-links connecting non-
seed vertices to the terminal nodes are computed. For
the source terminal link, the edge weight is given by
w(s)p = βw
zp − κL
κ
H
− κ
L
(8)
where βw is a sufficiently large constant which ensures
a feasible flow in the graph. Similarly, for the sink ter-
minal link, the edge weight is defined as
w(t)p = βw
κ
H
− zp
κ
H
− κ
L
(9)
From Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 we can assign the t-links weights
to the unary data term Dp(fp) as [22]:
Dp(fp) = w(s)p + w(t)p (10)
Furthermore, we define the edge weights used for
the n-links as
wp,q =
{
κn(Rdens +Ra) , if p 6= q
0 , if p = q
(11)
whereRdens andRa are the contributions of certain cell
features, and κn is a properly selected constant, which
ensures that the n-link weights will be in the same range
as the non-seed t-links.
The term Rdens is used to measure the difference of
cell densities and is defined as:
Rdensp,q = e−
(%p−%q)2
2σ2 (12)
The term Ra computes the difference of α-extreme
points, which is an indicator if a cell is near to a transi-
tion region between the wall surface and a wall opening:
Rap,q =| |Acp |2 − |Acq |2 | (13)
After assigning the weights to the neighboring node
n-links, the problem can be mapped to a graph-cut
problem with its min-cut cost |C| equalling E(f), which
is constructed using the Eq. 10 and the following edge
weights assignments [22]:
Vp,q(fp, fq) = wp,q (14)
Then, the exact solution of the global minimum cut
with only two terminal nodes can be computed from
Eq. 1 in polynomial time [22]:
E(f) =
∑
p∈V
(w(s)p + w
(t)
p )
+
∑
{p,q}∈NG
wp,q · Tp 6=q,
(15)
Table 1: List of parameters used in graph-cut segmentation.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
γD 10−3 κH , κL 0.9, 0.2
K autom. computed βw 104
γr 0.2 κn autom. computed
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7 Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, we present the quantitative and qualita-
tive results from the evaluation of our method. We have
tested it on many real-world datasets, which present dif-
ferent wall surfaces and occlusion levels. The selected
walls include windows and doors, and our algorithm is
evaluated in both cases without manual tuning, as op-
posed to other techniques in the literature which are
particularly tuned to identify only one of them (e.g.
such as [1,3]). The datasets were captured by a LiDAR
range scanner and were processed on an Intel Core i7
2.8 GHz CPU computer, without any multithreading
technique.
Tbl. 2 and 3 list the relevant statistics for the used
datasets. Tbl. 2 shows the properties of the datasets
in the first three columns and the experimental results
after each main stage of the pipeline process. It also
includes the ground truth of the wall openings based
on human observations, as well as the number of ex-
tracted wall openings from our algorithm. Overall we
can see that there is only one misclassification error
in all tests, in OFFICE5, while all other wall openings
were correctly detected and segmented. Additional in-
formation about our experiments is also given in Tbl. 3,
where the corresponding timings are presented.
The difference observed in processing times for the
α-shapes (AS) in Tbl. 3 between OFFICE3 and the
other environments is related to the smaller number of
points in the extracted wall plane (see also Tbl. 2), but
also to the reduced number of Delaunay triangulations
necessary for the outline wall polygon computation. It is
also evident that the graph-cut computation is the most
costly part, and that the challenging occlusions present
in some datasets lead to an increased computation time.
Fig. 7 shows the results of the main pipeline stages
of our method for the OFFICE1 dataset. In Fig. 7(a),
the room interior is presented for convenience with the
walls in different colors. Fig. 9 shows the results of wall
surface segmentation from three more office environ-
ments. The OFFICE2 dataset (Fig. 9(a)) contains an
open doorway and a wardrobe in front of the wall, while
there are many other objects that create additional oc-
clusions. From the extracted results we can note that
although the wardrobe has hidden a big rectangular
part on the right side of the extracted wall surface,
which could be wrongly interpreted as a doorway too,
our method was able to successfully classify it as part
of the wall.
The OFFICE3 dataset (Fig. 9(b)) contains a big
window with three adjacent frames, which covers the
most part of the wall, but also contains many occlud-
ers, which hide a large part of the remaining wall sur-
face and parts of the window frames too. Nevertheless,
our algorithm was able to correctly identify the wall
openings. The OFFICE4 dataset (Fig. 9(c)) contains
a closed door along with some closets in front of the
wall, which cover part of it but also part from the door
frame. Despite the challenging room environment, the
doorway was accurately detected after the graph-cut
segmentation.
Fig. 8 shows the most challenging dataset of our ex-
periments. It contains a complex and irregular combi-
nation of window frames, which is an exceptionally dif-
ficult setting for the laser scanner, resulting in a highly
cluttered and occluded wall surface (up to 65% oc-
cluded), with many corrupted window frame segments.
Despite these challenges, our algorithm detected cor-
rectly almost all window frames, although some cells
from the cell complex were erroneously interpreted due
to its complexity.
8 Conclusions
We have presented a method capable to reconstruct
automatically the wall surfaces of the interior of com-
plex indoor environments. Our wall features segmen-
tation pipeline was tested in real-world scenarios and
performed adequately well under clutter and occlusion.
Although our approach considers only buildings that
have planar and vertical walls, it can detect efficiently
both windows and doors, as opposed to the majority of
the current methods in literature.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 7: Results from the main pipeline stages for OFFICE1. (a) The room environment with the identified wall surfaces
(colored), (b) the selected wall surface, (c) the Alpha Shapes, (d) the line models, (e) the cell complex and (f) the graph-cut
result.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 8: Results from the main pipeline stages for OFFICE5. (a) The room environment, (b) the selected wall surface, (c) the
Alpha Shapes, (d) the line models, (e) the cell complex and (f) the graph-cut result.
Table 2: Datasets description and statistics, showing the number of: points in the extracted wall plane (#Pnts/Wall), line
models detected by the line model fitting algorithm (#LM), lines which comprise the cell complex (#CC lines), occluded
points and their percentage in wall surface (#OccPnts( #OccPnts
#OccPnts+#Pnts/Wall
%)), Alpha Shapes points before (#AS) and after
(#AS(ref.)) the refinement process, cells in cell complex (#Cells), wall openings in ground truth and detected by our method
(#W Open.(GT/det.)).
Dataset #Points #Scans #Pnts/Wall #LM #CC lines #OccPnts (%) #AS #AS(ref.) #Cells #W Open.(GT/det.)
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